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increased investment.
Chronic absence is generally defined as a student
missing 10 percent or more of school days for any reason. Between 18 and 23 percent of Oregon students
are chronically absent (see Calculating Chronic Absence
sidebar, page 5). In practical terms this means that every year more than 100,000 K-12 students are missing too much school. In a recent report1 measuring
chronic absence in all 50 states at fourth and eighth
grade, Oregon was tied for fourth worst in the nation.
Moreover, both across the country and in Oregon,
chronic absence disproportionately affects economically disadvantaged students and students of color; a
2014 analysis by the Oregonian found low-income
students in Oregon are 50 percent more likely than
other students to be chronically absent.2
Despite these facts, chronic absence is not widely
understood or acted on.
“America’s education system is based on the assumption that barring illness or an extraordinary

At White City Elementary outside of Medford, students work together to spell words and earn rewards for perfect attendance.
These exercises are part of a larger system of positive behavioral supports that encourage good attendance.

I

n the 2015-16 school year, the Oregon Legislature

23% of k-12 students in oregon
were chronically absent

this significant commitment.

has committed to publicly funding full-day kinder-

In order for the state to earn a maximum return

garten. In so doing, Oregon will make its first univer-

on this critical investment it is imperative that Or-

sal investment in early learning. Given the compel-

egon’s kindergarteners attend school regularly. Poor

ling body of research that shows quality early learning

attendance is already a corrosive force in the educa-

benefits children for a lifetime, the Children’s Institute

tion of too many students in Oregon, many of them

applauds Oregon legislators and educators for making

kindergarteners. Without swift intervention, this
children’s institute
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Percentage of Oregon students who were chronically absent, by grade.
Source: ECONorthwest analysis of ODE data, 2009-10

CHRONIC ABSENCE REPORT

Getting ahead of Oregon’s
chronic absence problem

problem will no doubt limit the success of the state’s

CHRONIC ABSENCE DIFFERS
SIGNIFICANTLY FROM AVERAGE
FOR SOME SUBGROUPS
ALL 22% 23%
22.6%

22% 24%

29%

27% 28%

29%
21%

13%

absence is a significant if not greater problem in kin-

founder and director of Attendance Works, a nonprof-

dergarten. Studies show that chronic absence can

it that does national advocacy around attendance is-

be as high in kindergarten and first grade as it is in

sues. She says programs that target children before the

ninth or 10th grade. A student’s attendance in kin-

age of 5 can help shape parents’ fundamental thinking

dergarten also has been shown to be a key predictor

about their partnership with schools.

of attendance habits and future probability of gradu-

Innovative schools
lead the way

ating; in a 2010 longitudinal measurement of chronic
absence in Oregon4, students who had missed more

Male Female White Hispanic Black

Asian

Am.
Indian

ED

ELL

SPED

GROUP (K-12)

than 20 percent of school days in kindergarten were
in the bottom quartile of academic performance in

Percentage of Oregon students who are chronically absent, by subgroup.
ED = economically disadvantaged; ELL = English-language learner; SPED =
special education.
Source: ECONorthwest analysis of ODE data, 2009-10

10th grade.

T

hough this is a debilitating problem both for Oregon and the rest of the country, there are proven

By the time a student reaches the later school years,

interventions. Oregon took a first step toward ac-

attendance habits are entrenched and students are

knowledging the problem in 2012 when the Oregon

likely to be further behind academically. To truly at-

Department of Education worked with Governor

event, students are in class every day,” writes Robert

tack chronic absence, educators need to help students

Kitzhaber’s office to add a measure of chronic absence

Balfanz of Johns Hopkins University, one of a handful

and their families set the stage for good attendance

in sixth grade to the state’s achievement compacts. In

of universities and NGOs that have taken up the issue.

when they arrive at school, and then continue to offer

order to have a meaningful impact across the state,

“So strong is this assumption that it is not even mea-

supports in order to maintain good attendance habits

however, policies and efforts around attendance need

sured…. Like bacteria in a hospital, chronic absentee-

as students continue through the education system.

to begin earlier and leverage what we know works.

ism can wreak havoc long before it is discovered.”

In fact, the best possible attendance support and

With awareness of this problem growing, momen-

The federal government neither requires nor asks

intervention would reach students before kindergar-

tum is building and messengers from many corners

states to report on chronic absence, nor does Oregon

ten. One possible contributor to Oregon’s high rates

of the state are joining the rallying cry for action. In

comprehensively or meaningfully measure it. The

of chronic absence is the early education opportunity

addition to the work that has already been done, orga-

existing data that reflects the breadth of Oregon’s at-

gap for Oregon students before they reach the K-12

nizations including advocacy group Upstream Public

tendance problem has been produced by journalists,

school system.

Health and Multnomah County education initiative

3

public health organizations and nonprofits that are
sounding the alarm on chronic absence.

Oregon ranks in the bottom quarter nationally
for access to state-funded preschool, enrolling only 8
percent of all 3- and 4-year-olds . As a result, many
5

Early attendance supports
future success

P

oor attendance is often seen as an issue for high
school or middle school students, but chronic

All Hands Raised are working to find solutions.
Advocates have united around this message: The
time to address chronic absence in Oregon is now.

families do not have an opportunity to practice good

The purpose of this report is to examine the ways

attendance at these early ages. Emerging research sug-

the state can begin to effectively address Oregon’s

gests these early years provide a critical window to

chronic absence epidemic, with a particular focus on

develop attendance habits.

reaching at-risk children as early as possible.

6

“Preschool is a rare moment,” says Hedy Chang,
children’s institute
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The report focuses on two high-needs school dis-

Douglas and Hillsboro — and one high-needs school,
White City Elementary outside Medford, that have

Chronic absence has twice been comprehensively

absence. In Empty Desks: A Special Report on Oregon

implemented effective strategies to change their rates

measured in Oregon. The first analysis, published in

School Absenteeism, reporter Betsy Hammond worked

of chronic absence, especially in the early grades.

2012, was a joint effort between the economic con-

with the Oregon Department of Education to obtain

sulting firm ECONorthwest, the national advocacy

data records of Oregon students. The paper then calcu-

group Attendance Works and Oregon nonprofits The

lated rates of chronic absence at the state, school and

Chalkboard Project and Children’s Institute.

grade levels. The Oregonian reported that the state-

Given the poverty rates and the many at-risk
students in these communities, their districts and
schools are likely candidates to have high rates of

Using data from the Oregon Department of Edu-

wide chronic absence rate was 18 percent.

chronic absence. And yet, the educators working in

cation, it was the first statewide effort to calculate

After this second analysis, Oregon Chief Education

these places are succeeding in combatting the prob-

school and districtwide rates of chronic absence across

Officer Nancy Golden acknowledged the problem as

lem and have driven their rates of chronic absence

the state. The study also looked at attendance habits

a significant one in the state, and has promised to use

below the state average.

among different populations including students of

her position to make tackling chronic absence a top

color and those who are economically disadvantaged.

priority in the 2014-15 school year.

ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS WERE CONSISTENTLY MORE
LIKELY TO BE CHRONICALLY ABSENT
50%

Not economically disadvantaged
Economically disadvantaged

40%
30%

The results were staggering. The report found Or-

In addition to these statewide analyses, in 2014

egon to have a 23 percent statewide rate of chronical-

Attendance Works collaborated with National As-

ly absent students in K-12, with low-income students

sessment of Education Progress to measure atten-

and students of color affected disproportionately. No

dance in all 50 states by asking students in fourth

state that measured it at the time had a higher rate of

and eighth grade on assessment exams how many

chronic absence.

days they had missed during the month previous to

In 2012, Oregon took a first step toward address-

taking the test.

20%

ing the problems highlighted in the report by add-

By this measure, Oregon had some of the worst

10%

ing a measure of chronic absence in sixth grade to the

chronic absence rates in the nation: 24 percent of

0

achievement compacts, a statewide school and district

students self-reported missing three or more days of

report card.

school in a month. These chronically absent students
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The second analysis was completed by the Orego-

Percentage of Oregon students who were chronically absent, by grade and
economic disadvantage.
Source: ECONorthwest analysis of ODE data, 2009-10

nian in February 2014 in a five-part series on chronic

also had consistently lower test scores, tracking a full
year behind benchmarks in reading and math.

Oregon is fortunate to have educators who are

these leaders, recognize chronic absence as a signifi-

In these unusual pockets of success, students and

tracking this problem and implementing solutions.

cant obstacle to academic success, and implement the

their families are working in partnership with their

The question now is whether Oregon will learn from

necessary strategies to address it.

schools and communities to find paths around attendance obstacles and increase their chances of graduating high school, completing secondary education,
and going on to become civic minded and productive
adults.

1
2
3
4
5

Chang, H.; Ginsburg, A.; Jordan, P. (2014). Absences Add Up: How School Attendance Influences Student Success. Attendance Works; Los Angeles, CA
Hammond, Betsy. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian; Portland, OR
Balfanz, R.; Byrnes, V. (2012). The Importance of Being in School: A Report on Absenteeism in the Nation’s Public Schools. Johns Hopkins University; Baltimore, MD
ECONorthwest (2012). Chronic Absence in Oregon. Portland, OR
Barnett, S.; Brown K.; Carolan, M; Squires, J. (2013). The State of Preschool 2013. National Institute for Early Education Research. Rutgers Graduate School of
Education; New Brunswick, NJ
6 Allensworth, E.; Ehrlich, S.; Gwynne, A.; Pareja, S. (2014). Preschool Attendance in Chicago Public Schools: Relationships with Learning Outcomes and Reasons
for Absences. The University of Chicago; Chicago, IL
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Calculating chronic absence

tricts in the greater Portland Metro area — David

I

n 2011 and 2012, Ryan missed most of first grade
at Ventura Park Elementary in the David Douglas

School District.
Ryan and his family1 only barely registered that

he had an attendance problem, the quiet result of the
other issues consuming their lives at the time. His
parents, Mary and Clinton, were going through a
rough time in their marriage. They grew up in poverty
and had overcome significant obstacles including addiction and incarceration. With both of them sober
and Clinton working a good union job in mechanical installation, they were fiercely guarding the small
fortress of stability they built for their kids. But the
vigilance was wearing. Often the stress in the family’s
small apartment would crack apart their marriage.
With much of Clinton’s family dead from drugrelated causes and little nearby support, Mary’s one refuge was her mom, who helped raise Ryan from birth.
During that year when things were hard at home, Mary
often would take Ryan to her mom’s house in Canby —
a good 25 miles down the freeway from their apartment
David Douglas Attendance Specialist Kenan Ginsberg talks to third-grader Ryan about his attendance. With Ginsberg’s support,
Ryan and his family improved his attendance from below 50 percent to 90 percent.

in Southeast Portland. In the morning, getting all the
way back to Ventura Park Elementary was tough.

ENGAGING EVERY FAMILY

David Douglas School District recognized it had a serious chronic absence problem
and decided to invest in getting the most at-risk students to school.
children’s institute
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its with Ryan. A small, trim and usually good-natured

absence. It is a strategy that has been carefully crafted

like Ventura Park — where 83 percent2 of the students

to reach every single family and student in the system.

qualify for free or reduced-price lunch — are likely to

woman with tidy blond-red hair, Mary was 32 when

“The bottom line is you can have the best instruc-

have high chronic absence rates. Indeed, in 2010 24% of

Ryan was in first grade. Looking back, she now recog-

tion and strategies and resources, but if the kids are not

Ventura Park students were chronically absent in kinder-

nizes that as a first-time parent, she lacked the skills to

there physically we’re not gonna close the achievement

garten through third grade.3

create structure in her household. At home alone with

gap or do the best we can for them,” says David Doug-

Ryan, she felt more often than not he was calling the

las Superintendent Don Grotting. He points out that

“The bottom line is you can have

shots. “I knew I couldn’t beat this kid,” she says, “but I

focusing on students who are chronically absent is a

the best instruction and strategies

didn’t know what else to do.”

way to get to those who are hardest to reach but need

and resources, but if the kids are

Feeling she lacked authority, and distracted by

interventions the most. “When we looked at the data

her marriage struggles, small things like getting up

we found that students of color and children in pover-

not there physically we’re not

and out the door became major obstacles to arriving

ty are the most likely to be chronically absent,” he says.

on time at school. Mary recalls one 30-day period in

“So we decided to invest in getting them to school.”

gonna close the achievement gap

Grotting estimates that the district spends $150,000

or do the best we can for them.”

Her relationship with the school became increas-

annually for the two staff positions devoted exclusively

David Douglas School District Superintendent Don Grotting

ingly strained as the year progressed. She had ignored

to attendance. In addition, there is unmeasured time put

the multiple letters that came to her house about Ry-

in from staff at all levels including teachers, principals,

But today, after three years of intervention, the

an’s attendance. She was starting to feel embarrassed

and counselors. He says considering the tremendous

school’s chronic absence rate has been cut in half. In

dropping him off and paranoid about the way the

returns it has had for both students and the school, the

the 2012-13 school year, 12.7 percent of students4

school staff looked at her when she did.

investment of time and money has been “a no-brainer.”

were chronically absent in grades first through fifth.

which Ryan missed 18 days.

Once a family starts down a path of poor atten-

Low chronic absence in
elementary schools

dance like this one did, studies show, it is unlikely their
child will ever have good attendance habits. So it’s remarkable that two years later the family was able to
achieve a dramatic change in Ryan’s attendance. At the

D

avid Douglas does not regularly keep a single,

First graders — often a grade with high absences —
had a chronic absence rate of only 9.7 percent.5 In
the 2013-14 school year, the school performed above
average academically compared to other schools with
similar demographics.6

district-wide calculation on its chronic absence

The David Douglas secret to cultivating good at-

rates, but the evidence of this strategy is easy to see

tendance habits is a strategy that was set in motion

change in this single factor over two years significantly

across the district, where most of the elementary

through a collaboration of some of the nation’s most

increases Ryan’s odds of graduating high school.

schools now have chronic absence rates below the

creative educational thinkers and a handful of progres-

state average, despite higher than average rates of eco-

sive education leaders in Oregon.

end of his third-grade year in 2014, 9-year-old Ryan
had a nearly 90 percent attendance rate. The positive

Ultimately Mary and Clinton were responsible for
the changes that got their son to school, but the catalyst

nomically disadvantaged students.

In 2010, Multnomah County was one of three test

for the family’s turnaround was a district-wide strategy

An example is Ventura Park Elementary, where Ryan

sites across the country involved in a national initiative

by David Douglas School District to combat chronic

attended first grade. In Oregon, high-poverty schools

called the Early Childhood and Community Schools

children’s institute
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When she was at home, Mary struggled to set lim-

Earl Boyles preschool focuses on attendance
While many of the David Douglas School District’s elementary schools are consistently beating the odds in attendance, in the 2013-14 school year Earl Boyles Elemen-

family around their comfort level and to meet them half way.” By the end of the year,
the student’s monthly attendance was in line with that of the rest of the class.
This kind of intense intervention with families in the preschool classroom is in part

tary had one class that outperformed most others across the school and the district.
The preschool program at Earl Boyles is part of a special early learning initiative

made possible by the federal Head Start protocol around family engagement. Al-

called Early Works, a collaboration between Children’s Institute, David Douglas, and

though the preschool is part of the elementary school, as a Head Start program it also

many community partners, including Mt. Hood Community College Head Start and

benefits from that program’s mandated federal guidelines that require family work-

Multnomah County Early Childhood Special Education. Earl Boyles is the only school

ers to emphasize the importance of attendance before the school year even begins.

in the district that contains an integrated and aligned preschool. As such, the pre-

“The expectation is very clear,” says Nora Flores, a Head Start family worker. “Fami-

school is subject to the same measure of attendance and attendance protocols. In

lies are required to call us if they don’t attend. If they don’t call, we call them.” Flores

the 2013-14 school year the preschool classroom averaged a remarkable 94 percent

worked with many families in the Earl Boyles preschool during the 2013-14 school year.

attendance rate1.

These families met with Flores before they set foot in the classroom for the first

Andreina Velasco, who worked as the Children’s Institute’s family engagement

time. “Just having that conversation up front is such a big tool,” she explains. During

coordinator at Earl Boyles during the 2013-14 school year, believes that one reason

the first meeting family workers like Flores established relationships, set expectations,

the preschool had such a high attendance rate was the many adults working in the

and also talked through different scenarios. “We clarify, if you have a runny nose, you

classroom and the intimacy of their relationships with parents and students. In ad-

still come to school,” she says. Family workers continued to work with the students

dition to the teacher and two aides who staffed the classroom full-time, preschool

over the course of the year, and if they ran into obstacles the family worker would

students and their families regularly interacted with behavior specialists and family

help the family brainstorm solutions.
Emerging work on attendance suggests good attendance habits can be set with

workers through the school’s collaboration with other public programs.
“With so many people who could support the classroom, we were able to do in-

families of very young children through this kind of intervention before a child reaches

tense work with families to overcome obstacles to attendance through home visits,

kindergarten. In one recent study, researchers followed students from Head Start class-

many conversations, and intervention,”

rooms with good attendance records and found that these attendance habits contin-

says Velasco.

ued through third grade.2 Some experts believe that setting good attendance habits

She recalls one preschool family that

Part of the Early Works initiative, the
preschool classroom at Earl Boyles had a
94 percent attendance rate in 2013-14.

at these early ages is the single best opportunity in the course of a child’s education.

was struggling with a number of serious

“An early childhood teacher can make a unique connection with a preschool par-

issues: the student’s father had been de-

ent,” says Hedy Chang, director of the national group Attendance Works. “It’s a time

ported, and the student herself had sig-

when they are excited and hopeful about school, open to healthy habits and building

nificant medical issues. Both mother and

relationships with the school.”

daughter were having separation anxiety.

As part of the Early Works initiative, the Earl Boyles preschool program is relatively

If the mom couldn’t stay with her daugh-

nascent. In 2014 it expanded to serve 90 preschoolers in the new Richard C. Alexander

ter at school, they both would stay home.

Early Learning Wing. The goal of the preschool and the objective of Early Works is to

“We had a number of meetings with

provide universal, high-quality early learning. Good attendance is a fundamental part

the mom and all of the specialists and

of that calculation. “Our challenge as we scale up,” Velasco says, “will be to have

asked, ‘How can we make sure the child

these kinds of relationships with every family.”

can be here, even if the mother can’t?’”

1 Earl Boyles Elementary Attendance Team
2 Allensworth. E.; Ehrlich, S.; Gwynne, A.; Pareja, S.(2014). Preschool Attendance in Chicago Public Schools: Relationships with Learning Outcomes and Reasons for Absences. University of Chicago; Chicago, IL

says Velasco. “We really worked with the

children’s institute
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Portland area; like Ventura Park Elementary, many of

work with families in the district who are struggling

providers with K-12 educators. Given that attendance

its schools have above average numbers of students

with attendance, showed up at their front door.

habits are often set before kindergarten, the group iden-

eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. Aside from

tified chronic absence as a key issue to focus on and in-

the complications that come with poverty, many of

vited Hedy Chang, director of Attendance Works, to

the students here are also navigating challenges as

The day that Ginsberg knocked on her door and

present at a conference for participants.

English-language learners. There are more than 70

said he was there to discuss Ryan’s attendance, Mary

languages spoken in the district.

was prepared to mount her defense.

7

Among the attendees was May Cha, then director

9

“Kenan is a miracle worker,” she says. “He is the
best thing to ever happen to our family.”

of the project for Multnomah County. Cha cites the

Once they understood the problem, staff immedi-

But there was no need. Mary realized that Ginsberg

conference as a pivotal moment in developing her un-

ately recognized that addressing chronic absence would

was not there to prosecute her. “Kenan is just real,” she

derstanding of chronic absence and she has remained

bring huge benefits, both for the students and the

says. “He’s like, ‘I’m here for you. What can we do?’”

one of Oregon’s strongest advocates for attendance

teachers who would often get frustrated trying to teach

Ginsberg’s primary job with families like this one and

policy since then.

kids who weren’t in school. “We realized we couldn’t

the roughly 75 others he works with who have elemen-

Once she returned to Oregon, she and her Mult-

just stand by and watch knowing that 20 to 30 percent

tary or middle school students is to help them identify

nomah County colleagues worked with The Children’s

of our kids weren’t in school,” says Florence Protopapas,

and overcome obstacles keeping the child out of school.

Aid Society, which was providing technical assistance as

who heads attendance strategy for the district. “We had

part of the grant, to start analyzing Multnomah Coun-

to do something.”

Over a few months’ time, Ginsberg had a series of
meetings with Ryan and his parents and talked to them

ty’s chronic absence numbers at individual schools. The

Today, the David Douglas system has several key

about what was going on in their house. Looking back,

more Cha and this team analyzed Oregon’s chronic

components: data systems that help provide coun-

Mary remembers that period as a hard one, but also one

absence figures, the clearer it became that Oregon was

selors and social workers with critical information

that undoubtedly marked a turning point. “I cried,” she

experiencing an epidemic. The state has a chronic ab-

about each student, school-wide attendance teams

says, remembering her first meeting with Ginsberg.

sence rate between 18 and 23 percent , one of the high-

that provide triage for individual families and stu-

Ginsberg helped the family make a schedule for

est in the nation. Cha’s team worked out a constructive

dents, and family workers who help the schools to

Ryan that included things like bedtime and leaving for

approach to the issue, delicately informing schools of

reach the families who need additional support —

school. They talked about tools for enforcing these rou-

their chronic absence rates and then offering technical

often outside the school walls. Staff across the dis-

tines. He also explained the critical link between early

assistance to combat the problem.

trict also work together to create a school culture that

attendance habits and later graduation. Perhaps most

values and promotes attendance.

importantly, he helped them manage conflict at home.

8

Reactions, she recalls, were all over the map. “I remember people were going ‘What is this?’’’ says Cha.

Family worker,
miracle worker

“‘What does it mean?’” There were a handful of principals who did share her alarm. “I was getting calls from
districts saying ‘We have a real big problem,’” she says.
David Douglas was one of those districts.
One of the state’s biggest districts, David Douglas has the highest rate of low-income students in the

R

Mary and Clinton have another son, 2-year-old
Matthew. His mother is determined he will have good
attendance habits from his first day in preschool. “I’m
doing everything differently with this kid,” she says.

yan’s mother, Mary, came face to face with the

Originally from Brooklyn, N.Y., Kenan Ginsberg is

district’s attendance strategy two years ago when

a fast talker and a fast mover. His formal training is as

Kenan Ginsberg, the social worker whose job it is to

a social worker, but watching him work it’s clear that

children’s institute
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Linkage Project that helped to align early childhood

his skill set also includes street savvy. In this job he has

and the district employs another attendance

acted as marriage therapist, drug and alcohol counselor,

specialist who works at high schools. Still,

mentor, enforcer. He has personally paid families’ elec-

Ginsberg says that when he doesn’t reach

tricity bills.

a child until the later elementary or middle

Ginsberg is deeply invested in the success of “his

school years when responsibility for showing

kids,” and finds his work energizing even though he

up is largely handed over to the student, it is

says the daily struggles of these families can be heart-

harder for him to have an impact. Kids this

breaking. He recently spent a Saturday with his broth-

age often have not only attendance problems

er swapping out washer-dryer units from their homes

but behavioral issues as well.

and driving them across town so that he could have

One recent afternoon, Ginsberg sat with

one in his office; for families struggling with home-

Ben (not his real name), who falls into this

lessness, dirty clothes can be an obstacle to getting a

category, an eighth-grader who Ginsberg

child to school. “Tell your mom I’ve got a washer-dry-

had been working with for months. Though

er in my office now,” he told a sleepy second-grader as

Ben was at school that day, he hadn’t been

he drove him to school the next week. “She can use it

spending much time learning. Clearly a

anytime. And it’s free, of course.”

bright albeit frustrated child, he had been starting fights

As part of their district attendance strategy, staff at David Douglas elementary
schools work to create a climate that promotes good attendance.

job in getting kids to school consistently.

On an average morning, Ginsberg looks at his at-

with his peers and refusing to take responsibility for

In addition to the approximately 18 percent to

tendance numbers at about 8:30, after teachers have

himself. Teachers had recently intervened when he put

23 percent of Oregon’s students who are chronically

taken their first counts of the day. Then he starts

another student in a head lock. “Do you want to act like

absent, roughly a third10 hover in a danger zone just

making phone calls after that. Ginsberg might drive

a young man, or do you want to act like a 3-year-old?”

above the 90 percent attendance threshold. A big part

a child to school, help a family arrange a doctor’s ap-

Ginsberg said gruffly to Ben, who sat hunched in front

of the attendance puzzle is reaching these students

pointment at the school clinic or facilitate a mental

of him, “because this is 3-year-old behavior.”

proactively, before they and their families fall into cri-

health referral. In some cases he works with the De-

With a student like 13-year-old Ben, Ginsberg

sis. In other words, the attendance strategy can only

partment of Human Services to remove kids from

feels desperate. “I’m just trying to stop the hemor-

be effective in David Douglas if most students never

abusive family situations.

rhaging, and hope that we can give him one or two

need the services of Kenan Ginsberg in the first place.

“In a family with a first-grader, I may never even
meet the kid,” he says. “That’s better. You don’t want

Attendance as a
shared responsibility

them to experience stigma in school when they get pulled
out to meet with a specialist.” With children in kindergarten and first grade, the intervention is almost entirely
with the parents. The goal is to set the stage for success,
rather than remediate poor habits later.
David Douglas’ attendance strategies span all grades,

Built on the Positive Behavioral Interventions and

successes,” Ginsberg says.

W

Supports system in which school teams meet often to
evaluate the needs of individual students, schools in
David Douglas have regular meetings at which they
discuss attendance. The team makes sure to include as

hile family worker positions like Kenan Gins-

many of the adults in a given student’s life as possible

berg’s are critical in helping David Douglas

to work on a coordinated strategy to help students get

combat chronic absenteeism, it is only one part of the

to school. The responsibility for a student’s attendance

children’s institute
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courages attendance. In some cases, even this small

Attendance at
David Douglas School District

One of these meetings took place on a March

gesture can make a tremendous difference. Failing

morning in 2014 at Earl Boyles Elementary with a

that, the student will trigger another intervention

team made up of teachers, school counselor Chris-

such as a letter home describing the student’s atten-

tine McHone, and Principal Ericka Guynes. All sat

dance and a reminder to parents and families of the

around a table filled with spreadsheets and graphs de-

important connection between showing up for school

tailing student-level attendance while McHone used

regularly and school performance. If this schedule of

have lower than average chronic absence rates de-

an overhead projector to highlight individual students

interventions fails consistently — such as in the case

spite higher than average numbers of economically

and the data around their attendance.

of Ryan — the case is referred to a family worker like

disadvantaged students.

Student by student, the team discussed those under

Kenan Ginsberg.

After three years of strategy and intervention
around attendance, David Douglas School District
has significantly lowered its rates of chronic absence. Elementary schools across the district now

Key District strategies:

90 percent attendance. Some students had needed only a

But a family worker referral is not standard. Many

little encouragement to improve, and the team discussed

students, the school has found, respond to these ear-

celebrating these positive changes with “good job slips”

lier efforts. At this meeting the team brainstormed a

to engage students and families

and pizza.

course of action on some of the tougher cases. One

regular school attendance team meetings to

Other cases of repeated absence were caused by is-

student, for example, seemed to be living at least part-

implement system of tiered intervention with ab-

sues such as the student or family’s health, economic

time with her aunt. Without a legal guardian the

sent students

stress, job changes, transience, and other family dynam-

teachers and staff couldn’t have a frank discussion,

ics. No fact was too sensitive to call forth if it was rel-

even if the aunt was acting as the primary caretaker.

family engagement, including two full-time attendance specialists who work across the district

district and school-wide promotion of attendance
through school competitions and other behavioral supports that lead to a positive culture of

evant; the team spoke frankly about subjects like race

One critical function of these meetings is to pro-

and culture in so far as they were affecting the students.

vide the emotional support to staff that it takes to do

student information system that supplies acces-

“I’m concerned about her,” said McHone. “I know her

this kind of hard work. Yet another family they dis-

sible, critical data around attendance to staff at

dad has a new female friend in his life, and that has

cussed that day was facing a parent being deported

all levels

caused some issues.”

and another with a debilitating health issue.

When a student’s attendance starts to slip, the

“It’s a lot,” says McHone. “Too much for one teach-

team’s first course of action is a positive phone call

er or counselor to handle on their own.” With the at-

home in which the teacher calls the parents and en-

tendance team model, they have a village behind them.

1 Last names withheld to protect privacy.
2 Hammond, Betsy. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian. Portland, OR
3 2009-2010 chronic absence measurements provided by Multnomah County from an individualized analysis of key schools in grades kindergarten through third
in the county’s Schools United Neighborhoods Program during that school year.
4 Hammond, B. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian. Portland, OR
5 Hammond, B. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian. Portland, OR
6 Oregon Department of Education
7 The Early Childhood and Community Schools Linkage Project was a partnership with the Coalition for Community Schools at the Institute for Educational
Leadership. The project was funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
8 ECONorthwest (2012). Chronic Absence in Oregon. Portland, OR; and Hammond, B. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian. Portland, OR
9 Oregon Department of Education
10 Hammond, B. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic. Oregonian. Portland, OR
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attendance

By the numbers
Ventura Park Elementary
Enrollment: about 500
Free or reduced-price lunch rate: 83.4%
Chronic absence rate: 12.7%*

Lincoln Park Elementary School
Enrollment: about 630
Free or reduced-price lunch rate: 89.6%
Chronic absence rate: 11.5%*
* Chronic absence rates as stated in February 2014 Oregonian report
Empty Desks: A Special Report on Chronic Absenteeism; the rates are
for the 2012-13 school year. All other school demographic information
is from the Oregon Department of Education.

CHRONIC ABSENCE REPORT

in turn becomes a shared one.

F

ourteen years ago when Roger Will started as a
high school counselor at Century High School in

Hillsboro, he noticed a troubling pattern. “Out of nowhere, we would get these sheets of paper that would
inform us that we’d lost a student,” he said. State law
mandates that once a high school student has 10 unexcused absences they are automatically kicked out of
the system. The slips of paper were the only warning
Will would see before a student dropped out.
Each time it happened, Will felt like he was being
delivered a physical reminder that he, along with the
larger education system, had failed another student —
one he hadn’t even known was in crisis. “I would think,
‘I had no idea this student was even missing school,’”
he says. “As a newcomer to the system, I was like,
‘Why aren’t we talking about this?’”
Looking for more information about students who
were silently slipping away, Will started pulling their
files, and he discovered a pattern. For many of them,
ongoing absences had been part of their pattern for
years. “They hadn’t been coming to school regularly
since kindergarten,” he said. “But no one had noticed.”
Will was seeing first-hand something that the

At Farmington View Elementary, Care Teams meet regularly to discuss attendance and to offer additional support for students
and families who are struggling to attend school. From left: Principal Roger Will, Care Team coordinator Kathy Wilson-Fey,
Washington Deputy Jarrod McCreary, school counselor Lisa Pfister.

THE MAGIC IS THE SYSTEM

Hillsboro School District combats chronic absence with a sophisticated data-driven strategy
that reaches every student at every level of attendance and academic performance.
children’s institute
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“We’ve got so many mechanisms

tendance habits are set in a student’s earliest years of

in place. No one thing is a

in attendance in part because it is almost impossible

magical solution — the magic

school culture. Fifty-three1 percent of Hillsboro’s stu-

school. Students who have poor attendance habits in
kindergarten are likely to be the very same students
who will not make it through high school.

is the system itself.”

He shared his findings with his colleagues, and

Hillsboro School District Superintendent Mike Scott

together an informal group of them embarked on a

Scott is hesitant to put a figure on their investment
to tease out from the district’s other strategies around
dents qualify for free or reduced-price lunch and nearly
a quarter are English-language learners.2 The district
has cultivated strategies to help its at-risk students, with

quest to find strategies to combat chronic absence and

trying to keep her child in the school’s “100 Percent

special programs targeted for homeless students, Eng-

prevent students from dropping out. Though they

Club,” meaning the child had no absences, even though

lish-language learners and those that have health issues

were focusing on intervention at the high school level

he was going to have to miss school to attend an impor-

or learning disabilities. District leadership also has a

at the time, it was not lost on Will that these students

tant family event. “I told her no,” he said. “We would

strong commitment to parent engagement.

would have been far less likely to need intervention in

still find a way to recognize him, but perfect attendance

the first place had they learned good attendance habits

is perfect attendance. No exceptions.”

in their younger years. “After that, I always said that if

A strategy to reach
an entire district

I became an elementary school principal I would make
attendance a big priority,” said Will.
He got his chance eight years later, when he became

T

Underlying all of these interventions, Scott says, is
the understanding that students simply can’t learn if
they aren’t at school.
“It’s such a part of the culture that if you went to one
of our meetings you might overhear principals swapping attendance strategies,” says Assistant Superinten-

his culture of attendance is just one component

dent Steve Larson. “But it’s not an isolated battle cry.

of the larger strategy that Will has helped to put

It’s not: ‘How do we get our students to come to school.’

in place, not only at Farmington View Elementary

It’s: ‘What do we need to do to help our impacted stu-

competitors in the annual “Attendance Olympics,” a

but across the district of Hillsboro. The strategy is

dents? How do we close the achievement gap?’”

competition in which students with perfect or near

designed to reach every student at every level of at-

To that end, the district employs four family work-

perfect attendance are awarded prizes, are one of the

tendance and academic performance. It includes: a so-

ers called Care Team coordinators that help students

first things a visitor to this school of just more than

phisticated data system that supplies staff with critical

work through a host of issues including attendance.

200 students sees. Every month students are rewarded

information; individualized interventions to address

Scott estimates these four positions cost the district

with $15 gift cards to places like Burgerville or the lo-

chronic absence; a system that rewards attendance and

roughly $320,000 annually. In addition, there is a great

cal movie theater. Twice a year, a student is selected to

creates a positive school climate around attendance,

deal of unmeasured time on the part of district staff

win a bike, the grand prize. Will pays for it out of the

and a weekly attendance meeting of school staff that

that affects attendance.

school’s general fund.

includes a family care worker.

principal of Farmington View Elementary school.
Today at Farmington View Elementary, brightly
colored signs on the walls displaying the names of the

Will says he sees evidence that these strategies are

So strong is the culture of attendance at Farmington

“We’ve got so many mechanisms in place,” says

working in his school to improve outcomes for stu-

View that it has had a ripple effect on the community

Hillsboro School District Superintendent Mike Scott.

dents every day. Sometimes it is in the story of a child

and been embraced by the students and their families.

“No one thing is a magical solution. The magic is the

who was struggling and then made a turnaround. Of-

Will recently had to negotiate with a mother who was

system itself.”

ten it is anecdotes from teachers and counselors about
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studies on chronic absence have shown to be true: At-

A strategy to reach
the toughest kids

catching a child before their poor attendance causes
setbacks. “This student was at a 93 percent attendance
rate last year,” says Will, pointing to a picture of a
third-grader. “But we got him up to 97 percent this
year, and it was the first year he passed his OAKS test.
I have no doubt those two things are connected.”
The numbers back him up.

R

attendance and behavior management, Will played a
key role in developing an attendance approach based
in part on a school Care Team, where a group that

oger Will is the sort of approachable, concerned

includes counselors, social workers, teachers, adminis-

principal that any parent would want. Will says a

tration and other community members meets to regu-

formative experience was one of his first jobs, when he

larly discuss and intervene with students who have

spent seven years working at a residential program for

behavioral or attendance problems.

at-risk youth in Beaverton. “It was such a gift,” Will

The Care Team protocol is clearly spelled out in a

says. “I worked with and helped some of the most dif-

report that Will wrote and published along with his

ficult kids in the state of Oregon.”

team of colleagues in 2009. The 130-page Hillsboro

One thing Will learned from that experience, he

School District 1J Attendance Manual was distrib-

says, is that even the toughest kids want the same

uted to every administrator in the district, along with

things every other kid wants. “They’re like every other

school-wide staff trainings that helped the administra-

human, they just want to be cared for and loved,” he

tors implement the Care Team model at each school

says. “It was amazing how much success I saw when

as part of the new school protocols resulting from the

we put them in that environment.”

federal grant. It is a protocol that is still in use today.

He came to believe that no child was unreachable.

In late September 2014, the Farmington View El-

“You’d look at these kids’ files and you’d think, ‘Why

ementary Care Team gathered for their first meeting

do they even get up in the morning?’” he said. “But

of the year. Around the table sat a district Care Team

they did. And when they walked in the door to school,

coordinator, a school counselor, Principal Will, and a

At Farmington View Elementary, where 40 per-

they just wanted to have a good day like anyone else.”

member of the Washington County Deputy Sheriff ’s

cent of students qualify for free or reduced-price

The school’s job, he decided, was to support every

Office. Together the team looked one by one at each

lunches, the chronic absence rate is 7.7 percent —

child to have a good day.

student who was under 90 percent attendance.

Care Team members follow a schedule of intervention with
students and families who are struggling with attendance.

3

less than half the state average. The school’s academic

In 2005, Will got a chance to incorporate this belief

Some students, Will noted, had been on vacation

scores are likewise significantly higher than the state

into the larger education system in Hillsboro. It was the

or had health issues. Others had more serious issues

averages; in 2013, 82 percent of Farmington View El-

kind of opportunity that only comes along a handful of

including a student who wasn’t coming to school be-

4

ementary’s third graders were reading on grade level,

times in a career. The school district had won a federal

cause he was too anxious. A lack of insurance had been

a metric that is possibly the single best predictor of a

grant of $4 million as part of the Safe Schools/Healthy

keeping his parents from scheduling him for a mental

child’s likelihood to graduate from high school.

Students initiative. The grant was intended to help

health evaluation. Another student had confided in

Farmington View Elementary is a shining example,

schools and communities implement programs that

Will that he was acting out and skipping school be-

but it is not an outlier. Across Hillsboro at least half of

keep students healthy, safe, and on track to graduation.

cause he had a tumultuous relationship with his father.

the district’s 26 elementary schools are beating the odds

Out of that process and drawing from what he

Each member of the Care Team contributed to

had learned in his research about best practices with

the process of working through each one of these

when it comes to chronic absenteeism.
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system. Harrington and his team, by contrast, built the DCA system to specifically target
chronic absence along with other critical metrics at the level of the individual student.

Creating an effective attendance strategy takes the participation of everyone in

The evolution of the DCA system in Hillsboro was a parallel one to building a

a school including students, families, teachers, administration, and staff at all levels,

culture of attendance and Care Team protocols in Hillsboro. “I had a really good

even those who don’t ever directly interact with the students they are supporting.

relationship with the director of instruction who was leading that work,” says Har-

One of these behind-the-scenes teams in Hillsboro is the data team. Helping teachers and counselors to understand which students are at school, which are absent, what

rington, who has been a math teacher and software developer. “I essentially started
inviting myself to their meetings and just said, ‘What kind of data do you need?’”

their absence rate is and what it has been over time is a critical part of attendance work.

Harrington also had another source of information that was a key influence in

This kind of student-level data dashboard is not something most Oregon districts have.

building the system: his wife, who was a principal in the same district. Through candid

In Hillsboro, by contrast, any teacher can have a complete data snapshot on their

conversations with her, Harrington was able to understand the gaps in the existing

students’ attendance within 30 seconds of sitting down at their computer.

systems and some of the key problems between theory and practice. At the time, says

When Principal Roger Will enters a name in the district’s system, he can immediately

Harrington, he also had a talented team of engineers working in his IT department,

see the student’s daily, monthly and yearly attendance. In fact, Will can see the student’s

and the DCA project was one that everyone was enthusiastic about. “It was kind of

attendance record all the way back to his first day. “As long as he was at Hillsboro, I can

like an entrepreneurial start-up company,” he says.
During one summer, Harrington and his team built the DCA model. At first, the pro-

see him,” says Will. “I can look at a ninth grader’s kindergarten numbers.”
The mastermind behind the system, called Data Center Access or DCA, is James

gram had only five features. As the team rolled it out, they watched how people used it

Harrington, who was the district’s Chief Information Officer at the time the district

and slowly made it more sophisticated as appetite for new ways of looking at data grew.

received the federal Safe Schools/Healthy Students grant. “The premise around DCA

The DCA system also provides access to a student’s academic history, past behav-

is to give people easy access to the information when they want it, how they want

ioral issues, test scores, and qualifications like special education or English-language

it,” says Harrington, who is now retired from the Hillsboro District and runs his own

learner. Staff can then sort and aggregate these numbers as they wish, and even have

education consulting company. DCA also reflects a key change in moving to looking

the system email them metrics on a student at regular intervals.
It is hard to overstate how much the DCA system facilitates attendance work,

at attendance through student-level data rather than school-level data.
“For the most part student information systems — which are what most schools and

says Principal Roger Will. “It just makes it that much easier for everyone to have a

districts have — start at the school-summary level,” says Harrington. If districts want to

shared understanding of the numbers,” says Will. “The data is not an obstacle. It’s

track the attendance habits of individual students, they need to reverse engineer the

a tool.”

situations: The Care Team coordinator brainstormed

home, making phone calls, and outreach through the

to the 90s,” McCreary said. “Sometimes you have no

with the school counselor around accessing medical

Care Team or the deputy sheriff ’s office.

idea what’s going to work until you try it.”

care for the student without insurance; Will and the

The schedule of intervention is pre-determined,

Care Team coordinator made a plan to do some family

but at all levels it requires creativity. Washington

counseling with the student who was struggling with

County Deputy Jarrod McCreary recalled one student

his relationship with his father.

who had finally turned his attendance around after

Though each student required a different course of

McCreary started personally buying him a happy meal

action, the team was working through a formal system

every week. “For four years his attendance had been

of tiered interventions that involved sending letters

below 72 percent, and then the happy meal got him up
children’s institute
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Stable families
are key

M

ost of the conversation at this meeting revolved
not just around students, but their families. As

trained social workers, one aspect of the Care Team

CHRONIC ABSENCE REPORT

The data secret weapon

Attendance at
Hillsboro School District
With about 50 percent of students eligible for
free or reduced-price lunches, Hillsboro’s socioeconomics reflect those of the rest of the state. Chronic

coordinators’ job is to help evaluate a family’s situation

sage across the district that coming to school is critical.

and implement targeted interventions to address their

Today at Farmington View Elementary, teachers put

challenges. One of their most important functions is

a flag outside their classroom when every student is in

to stay connected to students and families even — and

attendance. It serves as a message to the school and

especially — if the student is not attending school.

community that attendance is important.

absence rates however, are now significantly lower

When the federal grant was first given to Hills-

After years of using this strategy, Will says he and

than the state average. Elementary schools across

boro, the district employed eight Care Team coordi-

many of his fellow Hillsboro principals and staff have

the district — some with higher than average pov-

nators. After this one-time funding ran out, district

worked out the kinks in the system to the point where

erty rates — have chronic absence rates lower than

administration found the money to continue pay-

it is a smoothly running operation. Still, he is the first

the state average of 18 percent to 23 percent.

ing for four coordinators in spite of layoffs and lean

to admit that this kind of student-level work is not

budgets. “It was clear our investment in them was

easy. “It’s the dirty work of education,” he says, “work-

family engagement, including four full-time Care

paying big dividends,” says Superintendent Scott.

ing it through with each family.”

Team coordinators who work across the district to

“So we started funding the positions out of the gen-

engage students and families

eral fund.”

Key District strategies:

regular school attendance team meetings to

For that reason, the Care Team model is critical,
as it makes the responsibility for these kids getting to

The Attendance Manual that Will and his col-

school a shared one between parents, students, and

leagues wrote also spells out the importance of a posi-

school staff. “No one person wants to hold the weight

tive school culture around attendance, and many of

of attendance by themselves,” Will says. “It needs to be

through competitions and other behavioral sup-

the district’s schools have since built their attendance

something everyone works on together at the school.”

ports that lead to a positive culture of attendance

protocols on the Positive Behavioral Interventions

During his time in the Hillsboro School Dis-

student information system that supplies acces-

and Supports strategy, a behavior management sys-

trict, Will has been a champion for these attendance

sible, critical data around attendance and related

tem that encourages positive behavior school wide. It

strategies, but he is quick to point out that he has not

behavioral issues to staff at all levels

was out of this idea that Farmington View Elemen-

— nor could any one person — put them into place

tary hatched strategies such as the 100 Percent Club

alone. Hillsboro has attacked chronic absence through

and the Attendance Olympics.

a district-wide commitment. “There are pockets of

implement system of tiered intervention with absent students
district and school-wide promotion of attendance

By the numbers
Farmington View Elementary
Enrollment: about 220
Free or reduced-price lunch rate: 40%
Chronic absence rate: 7.7%*

Though these positive supports around attendance

heroism taking place at any school,” says Will. “But

are less expensive and time consuming than the in-

you can’t run systems that way. The whole ‘hero in a

terventions by the Care Team, they are equally im-

corner’ strategy doesn’t work. You just can’t save every

portant. In Oregon, about a third of students hover

kid that way.”

Witch Hazel Elementary School

in a danger zone, on the edge of becoming chronically

Enrollment: about 570

absent.5 Reaching them through positive supports be-

Free or reduced-price lunch rate: 72%

fore they need interventions can potentially stop the

Chronic absence rate: 9.4%*

problem before it starts.

* Chronic absence rates as stated in February 2014 Oregonian report
Empty Desks: A Special Report on Chronic Absenteeism; the rates are
for the 2012-13 school year. All other school demographic information
is from the Oregon Department of Education.

The combined strategy works to deliver the meschildren’s institute
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1 Oregon Department of Education
2 Oregon Department of Education
3 Hammond, Betsy. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic.
Oregonian. Portland, OR
4 Oregon Department of Education
5 Hammond, B. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic.
Oregonian. Portland, OR

Southern Oregon inadvertently set up an experi-

ment between two similar schools.
Located nine miles outside of Medford, two of the
district’s elementary schools, White City Elementary
and Mountain View Elementary, literally sat next
door to each other in a small community of just under 10,000 for this 15-year period. The two schools’
unusual proximity was a holdover from the “small
schools” movement of the 1990s that promoted the
idea that smaller is better. Both used the same district
policies and each served roughly 400 students drawn
from the same catchment area.
So it was notable that at the end of the 2013-14
school year, before the two schools merged to become
one large elementary, one had a significantly lower rate
of chronic absence than the other. White City Elementary’s chronic absence rate was 13 percent1 — five
points lower than that of Mountain View.

White City Elementary Principal Ginny Walker and Truancy Officer Phil Ortega work together to reach out to families. “We have
our hot list of kids,” says Walker.

SMALL BUT MIGHTY

White City Elementary’s attendance strategy mirrored the ambition
of larger districts, but at this rural school, success happened with
less money, less formality, and fewer people.
children’s institute
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What made White City Elementary’s attendance
even more notable was the tremendous obstacles
school leadership faced. The families and children that
attended these schools live primarily in the nine trailer
parks surrounding them and in the smaller clustering
of trailers located up Highway 140 in the foothills.
Substance abuse and gang violence are frequent problems, with poverty and unemployment numbers consistently above the state average. Many of the parents
who do have jobs in this community work swing and
overnight shifts at Amy’s Kitchen, a food manufacturer
based in Medford. The free or reduced-price lunch rate
at White City Elementary in the 2013-14 school year
was close to 90 percent.2
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rom 1998 to 2013 Jackson School District in rural

Because it was part of an unincorporated com-

small hands in the class shot up and pointed across

stage, and she knows her research. After growing up

munity, White City Elementary had even fewer re-

the room where paper letters were glued to the wall,

in nearby Ashland, Walker went to college in Massa-

sources than many other struggling schools. In the

beginning to spell out the word “weird.”

chusetts and thought she might be an art historian in

2013-14 school year, for example, the school staff

Every day that classes at White City Elementary

recognized that the monthly visits from the county’s

achieved 100 percent attendance, they added a letter

inmate work crews were not enough to keep drug

to their word. Some chosen words in other classes that

The 59-year-old has spent more than two decades

paraphernalia off a popular walking path that many

week were “awesome,” “chili dog,” and “iPad.” After

as an educator in White City. Unlike many of the

kids take to school. Without a city council or parks

spelling a word, classes earned small privileges like

teachers and administrators she has seen come and go,

department to appeal to, the school principal eventu-

iPad time or extra recess.

Walker says she is undeterred by working in such a

ally organized a work party in order to put down bark
chips along the walkway.

It was a small incentive, Walker said, but an effective one because of the attention it drew to the im-

New York City, but missed her family and the country.
“I’m not a big city girl,” she said.

high-needs community. “I see how much need there is
here,” she says. “I feel obligated to stay.”

Given all these obstacles, it would not have

portance of attendance and the encouragement these

At one point, she switched from working as a prin-

been surprising for White City Elementary to have

children gave to each other to get to school. In one

cipal at another district elementary school to the same

chronic absence rates at least as high as the state av-

class during the 2013-14 school year, Walker recalled,

position at the high school, and watched as those kin-

erage. And yet it was beating the odds, not only in

students pooled their money in order to buy an alarm

dergarteners that had come in behind and been held

comparison to its sister school but to other schools

clock for their classmate who was struggling to get up

back in her elementary school were still struggling in

across the state.

in time.

high school.

So how did White City Elementary get its kids
to school?

Birth of a
one-school policy

These word exercises at White City Elementary

“That sealed the deal for me,” she says. “I could

were part of a larger system of supports that Walker

see that it had been such a huge mistake to hold them

put in place over five years of serving as principal to

back. It just added two more excruciating years for

encourage positive learning and attendance habits, and

them to struggle through the system.”

help students when their attendance started to wane.

The only answer, she decided, was to get them

The strategy involved family engagement, cultivation

caught up during their first year of school. For that

ne morning in the spring of 2014, White City

of a positive school climate around attendance, and

to happen, she knew, these students couldn’t afford to

Elementary Principal Ginny Walker started her

helping families overcome obstacles to attendance. In

miss a minute of that first year.

day with a stroll through the school’s open-air hallways.

many ways Walker’s attendance strategy mirrored that

She was also responding to frustration on behalf of

The school was bustling and cheery, albeit somewhat

of some of the larger districts in the state that have

her teachers. “The teachers feel powerless when they

shabby. Many of the school’s “temporary” structures

formal, multi-school policies. But at White City El-

are held accountable for their students not making the

had been there for decades. On this day Walker visited

ementary this work was done with much less money,

grade who are not here,” she said. “It’s a morale issue.”

classrooms and put a question to her students.

less formality, and fewer people.

O

At White City Elementary, Walker drew both

“Good morning, boys and girls,” Walker said

Small and fit, Walker’s leadership style is firm but

from the Positive Behavioral Interventions and Sup-

briskly as she walked into Room 8. “Just wondering

not loud. She is a principal who does a great deal of

ports program and from a program called Success for

what your percentage is today?” In response many

work behind the scenes rather than out on the public

All, a data-driven program that originated at Johns
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Jackson School District Superintendent Cynda

that White City Elementary staff had on attendance

tendance. Both of these systems rely on reinforcing

Rickert acknowledges that Walker is a superstar.

was unique in the district. Several times a year the lead-

positive behavior, developing consistency of expecta-

What Walker and her staff do, says Rickert, is not

ership from all the schools gather and together examine

tions within classrooms and across grades, creating

anything radically different than other teachers — it’s

test scores across the district.

positive relationships between kids and adults, and

that they’re doing it so well. “Everyone looks for the

providing extra supports for children who need them.

silver bullets,” says Rickert. “But what Ginny and her

Attendance is just one part of the puzzle in creating a

“We have looked to and learned from Ginny’s
school many times over the years,” says Rickert.

Behavior change leads
to culture change

positive and reinforcing school climate that helps children to succeed and learn.
Walker made attendance a small part of every per-

W

son’s job, and she constantly reminded her staff that

alker says that implementing new systems in

every day really counts.

her school has not always been easy. “It was a

culture change,” she says, one that was not always well

“Everyone looks for the silver

received. Now that both students and teachers have

bullets. But what Ginny and her

seen the results, she suspects no one would ever suggest they go back.

staff do is sweep away the noise

For Walker the learning process started in 1998,

and stay very focused.”

when both Mountain View and White City received

Jackson School District Superintendent Cynda Rickert

a Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration

The work undoubtedly paid off. In addition to its

Through a process that involved a significant level of

low rates of chronic absence, in the 2013-14 school year

staff participation, the two schools chose the program

the school scored among the top 10 percent in the state

Success for All to help them create the kind of in-

for academic growth in the state’s performance assess-

terventions and reform they needed to support their

ments. A self-professed data nerd, every year Walker set

students. Walker helped to implement the program

academic benchmarks for her students that went above

across both schools, and after the program’s funding

Grant from the Oregon Department of Education.

ran out, she maintained many of the program’s prac-

and beyond state expectations. Many of these academic
strategies targeted catching up kids in the early grades,
something that Walker knows simply can’t be done if

Principal Walker uses interventions and practices from two
data-driven programs to promote good attendance.

tices at White City Elementary, including outreach to
families to overcome attendance obstacles.

students aren’t in school. As a result, in White City’s

staff do is sweep away the noise and stay very focused.”

Walker says that this aspect of the program was

2013 academic assessments nearly 73 percent of kids

Rickert promotes positive behavioral systems in all

consistently one of her biggest challenges with staff.

were meeting or exceeding reading benchmarks by the

her schools and provides targeted interventions and as-

Teachers have a hard time breaking out of the mind-

time they left fifth grade.

sessments. But she acknowledges the laser-like focus

set that their job happens exclusively within the class-
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Hopkins University and places great emphasis on at-

room. “Our staff across the district is fabulous, and all

work — with another Spanish-speaking aide on call

of person-by-person public information campaign.

of them are willing to implement programs when they

for translation when necessary. Saiz was careful that

Together they would examine their attendance num-

know they will make a difference,” she says, “but they

her messages were encouraging, that she didn’t take a

bers and then set up meetings with families once they

are often very concerned that they wouldn’t be able to

punitive tone with the kids.

missed seven days. “I have my hot list of kids,” Walker

change what happens at a child’s home.”
Over time, she says, the staff saw the proof firsthand of working closely with kids on attendance. “It
did motivate kids, and then the kids turned around

“I say things like, ‘It’s important to be in school.

says. Whenever she could, Walker would stop by on

This is a place you’re going to learn,” she says. “Most

her way home for unannounced visits with these “hot

of the time they end up coming in.”

list” kids and their families.

Walker also relied heavily on Phil Ortega, the

On one such visit at the end of the 2013-14 school

and motivated their parents,” she explains.

year, Walker and Ortega found both par-

Regardless, every year with new staff, says

ents home. “If your daughter doesn’t come to

Walker, there was a learning period in which

school in the early years, she’s much less likely

they have to come to see the value of these

to graduate on time,” Walker told the young

kinds of interventions. “I think we all had to

mom, who stood outside her trailer with drip-

learn to be a little more empathetic,” she says,

ping wet hair, pulled out of the shower by the

“and persistent. We had to learn to work with

knock on the door. The student, a kindergar-

families until they found solutions.”

tener, was inside watching TV. She had missed

A key part of taking on this strategy was

almost 50 days of school that year. “She’s very

creating a sense of shared responsibility among

smart,” the girl’s mother said defensively.

staff. Walker and her staff consistently met

Walker says many parents here don’t under-

with families who struggled with attendance,

stand that their child’s innate intelligence is not

and pulled in other staff as needed. Getting

enough to guarantee them success in school,

kids to school was a job distributed across the

and in kindergarten especially parents have a

staff from the principal to the teachers to the
office staff.
In fact, it was the office staff more than

Teacher Nicole Bryner helps promote attendance through fun activities. In addition
to its low rates of chronic absence, in the 2013-14 school year White City scored
among the top 10 percent in the state for academic growth.

misconception that attendance is optional.
These particular parents explained that
their daughter had been struggling to separate

anyone who worked on the front lines at White City

district’s truancy officer, as a part of her attendance

from them and simply didn’t want to go to school.

Elementary to get kids to school every day. “Mondays

team. A former U.S. Marshal, Ortega spends his days

Walker discussed the importance of cultivating good

I have the most calls,” says Kim Saiz, an administra-

driving through White City’s high-poverty and high-

habits and the link between attendance and academic

tive assistant at White City, who made calls to absent

crime neighborhoods to investigate kids that aren’t

performance.

students. “I might get two or three pages of names and

in school. Despite his background in law and order,

In this case, both she and the district’s truancy of-

numbers to call.” If she couldn’t get parents on the

Ortega understands that working with families means

ficer were convinced the effort was successful. “She’ll

phone, she would often directly call Amy’s Kitchen

appealing to parents without alienating them. He

be in school tomorrow,” Walker said confidently as she

— the food manufacturing plant where many of them

and Walker would often team up to conduct a kind

drove back to her office. “I’m sure.”
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“We’ve had very little traction with trying to convince
families not to take their children out for weeks or
months at a time,” Walker says, as students often take

espite her hard work to promote attendance,

international trips to visit extended family with little

Walker says she constantly feels the strain of re-

notice to the school.

Attendance at
White City Elementary
Located outside of Medford, White City Elementary had high poverty rates and many at-risk
students. Drawing from a number of programs and

sources working in White City. In previous and better

Families here also have a 40 percent mobility rate,

funded years, she was able to pay first-grade teachers

so Walker regularly sees them slip away even after she

one-school chronic absence strategy at White City

to conduct home visits before the school year started,

has made solid connections with students.

Elementary. As a result, the school had a significant-

practices, Principal Ginny Walker put into place a

during which they would discuss the importance of at-

In the 2014-15 school year, White City Elemen-

ly lower chronic absence rate than both the state

tendance. She also hosted a breakfast club at the school

tary merged with its neighbor and became a new

and a neighboring school, which served the same

she called the Sunshine Club. Based on the Positive

school, Table Rock Elementary, which has about 750

Behavioral Interventions and Supports strategy called

students. Walker became the new principal.

demographic.

Key strategies:

“check-in, check-out,” the Sunshine Club gave at-risk

The district has also made a new commitment to

family engagement, including one full-time, dis-

kids who were struggling with behavioral issues time

attendance, and is funding full-day kindergarten a

trict-wide truancy officer who works across the

before school in small groups to foster relationships

year before it is mandated in Oregon in hopes that

district to engage students and families

with adults other than their teachers. It was a chance to

it can teach better attendance habits from an earlier

pull these students back from the brink of crisis.

age. Truancy officer Phil Ortega is working with kin-

regular staff meetings to strategize around needs
of absent students and their families
school-wide promotion of attendance through

“We would talk about what was going on at home,

dergarteners before they arrive at school in order to

or just things like what time they got up in the morn-

explain to children and families the importance of at-

leading to positive culture around attendance

ing,” says Walker. The school counselors would often

tendance and to establish positive relationships before

student information system that supplied critical

staff it or Walker herself would attend. Sometimes

problems take hold.

information around attendance to staff

school competitions and behavioral supports,

the Sunshine Club would turn into a kind of group

Walker, ever optimistic, says she is already imple-

therapy. “Our kids are going through very scary things

menting her attendance work with her new student

all the time,” says Walker.

body because it is one of the few proactive and effec-

WHITE CITY Elementary

tive things she can do with families in the face of so

Enrollment: about 450

Like the home visiting program, Walker had to
let the Sunshine Club go without the money to pay
school counselors to staff it.

many challenges.
“I think we’re so focused on the work at hand,

With 60 percent Latino students, there were also

we forget how much we’ve already done,” she says.

significant cultural issues at play. Language issues can

“Sometimes I just ask myself what it would be like if

create additional obstacles to attendance, as students

we didn’t do these things.”

who don’t feel linguistically confident may be fearful about going to school. Vacation schedules and
trips back to see extended family can also be an issue.

1 Hammond, Betsy. (2014). Empty Desks, Oregon’s Absenteeism Epidemic.
Oregonian. Portland, OR
2 Oregon Department of Education
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By the numbers
Free or reduced-price lunch rate: 85.6%
Chronic absence rate: 13.1%*
* Chronic absence rates as stated in February 2014 Oregonian report
Empty Desks: A Special Report on Chronic Absenteeism; the rates are
for the 2012-13 school year. All other school demographic information
is from the Oregon Department of Education.
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A problem bigger
than one school

Recommendations for state policy
he schools and districts spotlighted in this report

T

The data around chronic absence is available. For-

race and ethnicity, English-language learners and spe-

are part of growing evidence proving that chronic

ward-thinking educators around the state have pro-

cial education, and reflects chronic absence rates at

absence can be reduced in the early grades, and that

vided real-time examples of solutions to learn from.

least twice a year at all levels including every grade,

doing so increases student achievement. As the state

There is no time to waste.

school, and district in Oregon. This public transpar-

embarks on a significant investment in full-day kinder-

Specifically, Oregon should take the following steps:

garten, state leaders have an obligation to take action

Measure the problem
and empower schools

on chronic absenteeism. Without swift and effective
interventions to combat this problem, the state’s investment in kindergarten will not yield maximum benefits

ency would provide accountability and critical data to
understand the nuanced patterns around chronic absence and to measure Oregon’s success in combatting
chronic absence over time.

Provide guidance to districts in tracking and

for children and the state’s “40-40-20” vision – wherein

Establish a system of public reporting around

monitoring student attendance. One of the single

40 percent of students graduate high school and go on

chronic absence beginning with kindergarten.

most powerful tools for schools and districts work-

to receive a four-year degree, 40 percent get a two-year

The Oregon Department of Education should cre-

ing on attendance are data dashboards that reflect the

vocational degree, and 20 percent graduate high school

ate a public, searchable database that disaggregates

real-time attendance habits of their students and pro-

on time and enter the workforce – will not be realized.

rates of chronic absence by student status including

vide important indicators for early warning systems.
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educators on attendance strategies. The state could act

school currently works independently, and with varied

as a broker to bring this expertise to Oregon.

Increase public awareness among parents of

results, to create systems that track attendance.

Incorporate attendance data into existing ini-

young children about the critical importance of

tiatives. An example is the Oregon Response to In-

attendance. Attendance — especially in the early years

tervention (OrRTI) project, a system already in place

— is influenced tremendously by family engagement and

in many districts that provides targeted instruction to

education. The state could consider a public information

meet students’ needs and a framework to identify stu-

campaign around chronic absence using awareness rais-

dents with specific learning disabilities. Another is the

ing tools such as school or district report cards or partici-

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports system

pation with existing national efforts such as Attendance

already used by many districts and schools in Oregon.

Awareness Month. In addition, the state could use ex-

Both of these programs provide a natural foundation

isting channels including early learning programs and

for attendance policy. Initiatives that target kinder-

kindergarten transition programs to help educate parents

garten and the early grades provide an opportunity to

about the critical importance of attendance and its bear-

effectively address chronic absence: The Kindergarten

ing on their children’s future academic success.

Partnership & Innovation Fund should be renewed to
provide schools, parents and communities a vehicle to
coalesce around attendance. The roll-out of full-day
kindergarten should also include interventions for ad-

practices in implementation. Given that chronic

Educate schools, districts,
parents and communities
professional

Create sustainable practices
around chronic absence
Ensure culturally relevant pedagogy and

dressing chronic absenteeism.

Provide

CHRONIC ABSENCE REPORT

Without guidance from the state, each district and

development

absence is an issue that disproportionately affects students of color, strategies to address it should be cultur-

Emerging research suggests students who have good
attendance in preschool, like the one at Earl Boyles
Elementary, will continue these habits.

ally sensitive and individualized to the unique needs of

for

the child and family.

schools, communities and district staff around

Convene an interagency team to coordinate

chronic absence strategies. The state should take

chronic absence efforts at the state level. Agen-

advantage of the leading schools and districts in Ore-

cies such as the Oregon Department of Human Services,

gon that have already been testing and finding effective

the Oregon Health Authority, the Early Learning Di-

attendance strategies by helping these leaders to share

vision and the Oregon Department of Education could

their learnings with others. In addition, the national ad-

work collaboratively to address barriers to attendance

vocacy group Attendance Works regularly works with

by engaging community partners and identifying issues

schools and districts to advise and technically assist

around resource allocation.
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